WAITARA PUBLIC SCHOOL
APPROVED SCHOOL UNIFORM DESCRIPTION

Summer Uniforms (Worn in Terms 1 and 4)

Girls Summer Uniform
- Check Summer Dress
- Navy blue anklet socks ‡
- Black shoes †
- Navy blue Zip Jacket with school crest
- Navy blue Hat OR Cap with embroidered W

Boys Summer Uniform
- Sky blue short sleeve polo style shirt with embroidered school crest
- Grey shorts with elasticised waist ‡
- Grey anklet socks ‡
- Black shoes †
- Navy blue Zip Jacket with school crest
- Navy blue Hat OR Cap with embroidered W

Girls and Boys Summer Sport Uniform (for House Sport and PE)
- Sky blue short sleeve polo style sport shirt with house identification
- Navy blue shorts ‡
- White anklet socks ‡
- Navy blue fleecy Zip Jacket with school crest
- Navy blue Hat OR Cap with embroidered W
- Predominantly white sports shoe †

Winter Uniforms (Worn in Terms 2 and 3)

Girls Winter Uniform
- Sky blue long sleeve polo style shirt with school crest
- Check Winter tunic OR navy blue Bootleg Pants
- Navy blue tights or anklet socks ‡
- Black shoes †
- Navy blue Zip Jacket with school crest OR polar fleece jacket with embroidered W
- Navy blue Hat OR Cap with embroidered W

Items in Black only available at the School Uniform Store
Items in Green ‡ available at the Uniform form store & other retail outlets
Items in Red † not available at the Uniform Store
Winter Uniforms (Worn in Terms 2 and 3) continued

**Boys Winter Uniform**

- Navy blue long sleeve polo style shirt with school crest
- Grey long pants – elasticised waist ‡
- Grey anklet socks ‡
- Black shoes †
- Navy blue Zip Jacket with school crest OR Polar Fleece Jacket with embroidered W
- Navy blue Hat OR Cap with embroidered W

**Girls and Boys Winter Sport Uniform (for House Sport and PE)**

- Navy blue short sleeve polo style shirt with house identification
- Navy tracksuit pants ‡
- White anklet socks ‡
- Navy blue Zip Jacket with school crest OR Polar Fleece Jacket with embroidered W
- Navy blue Hat OR Cap with embroidered W
- Predominantly white sports shoe †

**Notes:**

1. Representative sporting team will be advised of uniforms for their teams
2. Shoes need to provide adequate protection and support. Ballet shoes, jiffies and slip-ons are not acceptable.
3. Girls hair accessories should be of simple style and in school colours – white, red, navy or sky blue. Simple hairpins may be worn.
4. With the exception of watches, medical alert bracelets and necklaces, jewellery should not be worn. This is a safety issue in the playground. Student with pierced ears are requested to wear only studs
5. Please label all articles of clothing to facilitate easy return to the correct owner if lost.
6. Commonsense needs to be used in relation to wearing the summer or winter uniform out of season. For guidance:
   a. In winter, if temperatures are forecast to be above 24 degrees, students may wear elements of the summer uniform.
   b. In Summer, if temperatures are forecast to be 19 degrees or less, students may wear elements of the winter uniform. For the wellbeing of children, they should not otherwise be wearing winter uniform items in summer.
7. Navy coloured scarves and/or gloves may also be worn in winter.
8. Year 6 are may be offered special approved alternative items to wear – separately advised each year.